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Projective TransformationsProjective Transformations
•• Use H for transforms in Use H for transforms in PP33::

–– Has 15 DOF (4x4 Has 15 DOF (4x4 --1)1)
–– Superset of the Superset of the PP22 HH matrix:matrix:

hh11 11 hh1212 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 hh2121
hh3131 hh32 32 hh3333

hh1111 hh1212 00 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 00 hh2323
00 0  0  00 00
hh3131 hh3232 00 hh3333

hh1111 hh1212 hh1313 hh1414
hh2121 hh2222 hh2323 hh2424
hh3131 hh3232 hh3333 hh3434
hh4141 hh4242 hh4343 hh4444

H = H = 

HH22 = = 

PP33 TransformationsTransformations

•• Transform a point Transform a point p p or plane or plane ππ with with HH::

•• Lines 1: Transform a span:Lines 1: Transform a span:

•• Lines 2: Transform a Lines 2: Transform a PlPlűűckercker Matrix:Matrix:

pp’’ = H= H..pp ππ’’ = H= H--TT.. ππ

WW’’ = H= H..W      W*W      W*’’ = H= H--TT..W*W*

LL’’ = H= H..LL..HHTT L*L*’’ = H= H--TT..L*L*..HH--11
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The bits and pieces of The bits and pieces of HH33

HH33 has 15 independent variables (DOF)has 15 independent variables (DOF)
•• Computer Graphics method (4x4 matrix):Computer Graphics method (4x4 matrix):

3D Translation 3D Translation ((ttxx, , ttyy, , ttzz))
3D Scale         3D Scale         ((ssxx,,ssyy,,sszz))
3D Rotation     3D Rotation     ((θθxx,,θθyy,,θθzz))
3D Skew3D Skew ((ssxyxy,,ssxzxz,,ssyzyz)  )  (rarely nonzero)(rarely nonzero)
3D Projection  3D Projection  ((vvxx,,vvyy,,vvzz)    )    ((vvxx,,vvy y rarely nonzero)rarely nonzero)

•• Computer Vision method(3D projective):Computer Vision method(3D projective):
Euclidean Euclidean ---- 6DOF(3D translate 6DOF(3D translate ttxx,,tty y ttzz; 3D rotate ; 3D rotate θθxx,,θθyy,,θθzz; ); )
Similarity  Similarity  ---- 7DOF (add uniform scale 7DOF (add uniform scale s;s;))
AffineAffine ----12DOF (add skew (3DOF), directed scale(2))12DOF (add skew (3DOF), directed scale(2))
ProjectiveProjective----15DOF (changes 15DOF (changes xx44; ?4D; ?4D--rotationrotation--like?)like?)

The bits and pieces of The bits and pieces of HH33

HH33 has 15 independent variables (DOF)has 15 independent variables (DOF)
•• Decomposable into 4 useful parts: Decomposable into 4 useful parts: (pg 59)(pg 59)

H = HH = HSS HHA A HHP  P  ==

•• Similarity Similarity HHSS: : 
•• 3D translate, rotate, uniform scale only (7DOF) 3D translate, rotate, uniform scale only (7DOF) 

•• Affine Affine HHAA: : 
•• nonnon--uniform scale (5DOF)uniform scale (5DOF)

•• Similarity Similarity HHPP::
•• Projective coupling for xProjective coupling for x4 4 (3DOF)(3DOF)

ssR  R  •• •• tt
•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

00T   T   •• •• 11

K K •• •• 00
•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

00T  T  •• •• 11

I  I  •• •• 00
•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

vvT   T   •• •• vv

(Can move scaling (Can move scaling 
DOF to affine to getDOF to affine to get
6DOF for both H6DOF for both HSS

and Hand HAA))

PP22 Conics Conics PP33 QuadricsQuadrics
Recall Conics are the Recall Conics are the ‘‘xx22 familyfamily’’ in in PP22::
•• Point Conic:Point Conic: xxT T C x = 0C x = 0
•• Line Conic:Line Conic: LLT T C* L = 0C* L = 0

Similarly, Quadrics are the Similarly, Quadrics are the ‘‘xx22 familyfamily’’ in in PP33::
•• Point Quadric:Point Quadric: xxT T Q x = 0Q x = 0
•• Plane Quadric:Plane Quadric: ππT T Q* Q* ππ = 0= 0

C, C* == C, C* == 
3x3 matrix3x3 matrix

Q, Q* == Q, Q* == 
4x4 matrix4x4 matrix
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Quadric PropertiesQuadric Properties

•• Quadric Q and point Quadric Q and point xxpp Form a ‘Polarity’: Form a ‘Polarity’: 
–– maps pointmaps point plane,plane, ππpp = = QxQxpp

(conics map point(conics map point line)line)

–– Intersection of Intersection of QQ with plane with plane ππpp is a conic is a conic CCpp
(not easy to find)(not easy to find)

–– QQ’s tangent planes at ’s tangent planes at CCpp all intersect at  all intersect at  xxpp

xxpp
QQ

CCpp

ππpp

Quadric PropertiesQuadric Properties
•• QQ and and Q*Q* are 4x4 symmetric matricesare 4x4 symmetric matrices
•• 10 10 paramsparams, but only , but only 9 DOF9 DOF

–– Find from 9 points or planes (not lines!)Find from 9 points or planes (not lines!)
–– Rank<3?  ‘Degenerate’, fewer DOFRank<3?  ‘Degenerate’, fewer DOF

•• Transformed Quadrics:Transformed Quadrics:
–– Point Quadric:   Point Quadric:   xxT T Q x = 0Q x = 0 use   use   QQ’’ = H= H--TT Q HQ H
–– Plane Quadric:  Plane Quadric:  ππT T Q* Q* ππ= 0  = 0  use   use   Q*Q*’’ = H= H Q* HQ* HTT

Quadric PropertiesQuadric Properties

•• Quadric Q is symmetric; thus SVD is too:Quadric Q is symmetric; thus SVD is too:
SVD(SVD(Q’Q’) = ) = USUUSUTT

•• Recall:Recall:
–– Transformed Point Quadric: Transformed Point Quadric: QQ’’ = H= H--TT Q HQ H
–– Transformed Plane Quadric: Transformed Plane Quadric: Q*Q*’’ = H= H Q* HQ* HTT

•• ? Know a quadric before & after transform?? Know a quadric before & after transform?
SVD helps find that transformSVD helps find that transform

•• SVD matrix SVD matrix ‘‘SS’’ can can classifyclassify any quadricany quadric
–– No real points, Sphere/ellipsoid,  Hyperboloid, one No real points, Sphere/ellipsoid,  Hyperboloid, one 

point, origin cone, one line, two planespoint, origin cone, one line, two planes…… (see pg 55)(see pg 55)
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Quadric PropertiesQuadric Properties

•• SVD finds anSVD finds an orthornormalorthornormal input basis U;input basis U;
in ‘u’ coordinates, can write any quadric as:in ‘u’ coordinates, can write any quadric as:

auau11
22 + bu+ bu22

22 +cu+cu33
22 + d = 0 + d = 0 

•• Classify quadrics by sign of a,b,c,dClassify quadrics by sign of a,b,c,d
•• Rank 4 Quadrics; Rank 4 Quadrics; (nonzero a,b,c,d)  (nonzero a,b,c,d)  

–– ‘‘No real pointsNo real points’’:   :   a,b,c,d > 0a,b,c,d > 0
–– Sphere/ellipsoid: Sphere/ellipsoid: a,b,c   > 0,   d<0a,b,c   > 0,   d<0
–– Hyperboloid:Hyperboloid: d<0, one of a,b,c <0d<0, one of a,b,c <0

•• Rank<4? Degenerate,Rank<4? Degenerate,RuledRuled QuadricsQuadrics
–– one point, cone at origin, single line, one point, cone at origin, single line, 

two planes, one plane.two planes, one plane.

Twisted Twisted CubicsCubics

•• Recall 2D conics are the ‘xRecall 2D conics are the ‘x22 family’: family’: 
–– Parameterize  Parameterize  xxT T C x = 0 C x = 0 by by ‘‘tt’’; find x; find x11(t), x(t), x22(t)(t)……
–– Write as matrix Write as matrix eqneqn::
–– 1D Quadratic (t1D Quadratic (t22 family)family)

•• Easy to extend to Easy to extend to PP33::
–– A 1D cubic curveA 1D cubic curve

(t(t33 family)family)
–– Wanders in Wanders in PP33

–– Not restricted to planeNot restricted to plane

•• •• ••

•• •• ••

•• •• ••

xx11
xx22
xx33

==
1 1 
t t 
tt22

•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

xx11
xx22
xx33
xx44

==
1 1 
t t 
tt22

tt33

AA

AA

Twisted Twisted Cubics Cubics (TC)(TC)

•• Has 12 DOF (15 Has 12 DOF (15 –– 3 due to 13 due to 1--D parameter)D parameter)
•• Specified by 6 points in PSpecified by 6 points in P33

(each point constrains 2DOF)(each point constrains 2DOF)
•• TC transformed by TC transformed by H H another TCanother TC

•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

•• •• •• ••

xx11
xx22
xx33
xx44

==
1 1 
t t 
tt22

tt33

AA
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PP33’s Familiar’s Familiar WeirdnessesWeirdnesses

•• The plane at infinity:The plane at infinity: ππ∞∞ = = (0   0   0   1)(0   0   0   1)TT

•• Ideal Points at infinity:Ideal Points at infinity: pp∞∞ = = (x(x1  1  xx2   2   xx3   3   0)0)TT

•• Parallel Planes intersect at a line within Parallel Planes intersect at a line within ππ∞∞

•• Intersection of Intersection of ππ∞∞ with plane with plane ππ is is ll∞∞ (in (in PP22))
•• Parallel Lines intersect at a point within Parallel Lines intersect at a point within ππ∞∞

•• ππ∞∞ affected affected ONLYONLY by by HHpp (stays for (stays for HHSSHHAA))
Both Both HHPPandand ππ∞∞ have 3DOF… (solve!)have 3DOF… (solve!)

PP33’s Familiar’s Familiar WeirdnessesWeirdnesses

•• In world space, we know In world space, we know ππ∞∞ = = (0   0   0   1)(0   0   0   1)TT

•• Find Find ππ’’∞∞ in image space, solve for in image space, solve for HHpp::
ππ’’∞∞ = = HHpp

--T T ππ∞∞

But How? But How? 
•• Absolute Conic: Absolute Conic: C*C*∞∞AEmbedded AEmbedded in in ππ∞∞

•• Absolute Dual QuadricAbsolute Dual Quadric
•• very similar to very similar to C*C*∞∞ processprocess……

ENDEND
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END2END2


